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The Electric Power Research Institute is sponsoring at the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory the development of an advanced methodology for the

determination of Light Water Reactor Pressure Vessel damage. The ultimate

outcome of the program is to obtain a credible estimate of the pressure

vessel lifetime due to neutron-induced embrittlement. The first step

toward this goal is the accurate prediction of fluence and neutron energy

spectrum at the pressure vessel. This, in turn, is obtained from least

squares unfolding techniques of dosimetry measurements at a surveillance

position, transport calculations, and a translation of information obtained

at the surveillance position to the damage position. Some progress of

the work has already been described.1~5 Including a prototypic neutron

field like the ORNL Pool Critical Assembly,** in which measurements are

performed to serve as benchmarks for the LWR-PV surveillance dosimetry

program, involves the use of approximate calculational methods. These

approximate methods are supplemented by correction factors also known as

calculational bias factors, the proper utilization of which requires

estimated uncertainties of these biases as well. In this summary we

will describe the source of a few biases for the PCA, and we will pre-

sent for the first time some biases and correlations for the group

fluxes at two PCA locations. In addition, we will also briefly outline

some other recent advances in our project.



The geometry of the PCA core is that of a 60 cm high by 38 cm wide

by 40 cm deep rectangular parallelepiped with vertical MTR-type fuel

plates consisting of 0.1524 cm of aluminum and enriched uranium alter-

nating with 0.295 cm water gaps. The core is followed in a horizontal

direction by an aluminum slab (the "window")* a water gap, a 6 cm

stainless steel slab (the simulated thermal shield), a second water gap,

a 22.5 cm carbon steel slab (the simulated pressure vessel), and a 30.5

cm void box (the simulated reactor cavity). Since the 68.6 cm by 68.6

cm slabs extend beyond the dimensions of the core, and the pool water

even further, the effective height of the configuration is controlled by

the active core height.

Two-dimensional P3-S8 discrete ordinate calculations were performed

with DOT-IV,7 using XY geometry with space-dependent Z buckling. The

treatment of the f in i te height or the core in calculating centerline ex-

core fluxes in essentially an inf inite medium introduces an approxima-

tion and represents one of the larger sources of uncertainty in the

calculations. The scheme that leads to the smallest uncertainty (and

bias factor closest to unity) of all the options investigated for the

PCA is one in which the measured ex-core bucklings in each configuration

are used and the measured in-core bucklings are neglected. The

resulting DB̂  absorption cross sections are used in conjunction with

inf in i te Z geometry. This approximation is the source of the bias fac-

tors which are given for 17 energy groups at two locations in Table I .

The calculations were of the fixed source type, with the source

distribution taken from measurements of the power distribution that were



Table I

Flux Bias Factors by Group at the Surveillance and T/4
Locations for Two Important Methods Approximations

g

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Eu

14.9 MeV

4.1

3.0

2.6

2.1

1.8

1.5

1.2

0,91

0.61

0.37

0.21

86 keV

25

12

5.5

2.6

F i n i t e Source

b(5)

1.0223

1.0205

1.0233

1.0231

1.0229

1.0231

1.0234

1.0241

1.0250

1.0246

1.0249

1.0246

1.0244

1.0246

1.0245

1.0246

1.0244

Approximation

b(T/4)

1.0124

1.0136

1.0150

1.0161

1.0168

1.0178

1.0181

1.0145

1.0056

0.9971

0.9942

0.9940

0.9977

1.0004

1.0047

1.0064

1.0120

Homoqeneous Core

b(5)

1.0235

1.0272

1.0284

1.0292

1.0300

1.0306

1.0310

1.0314

1.0319

1.0321

1.0323

1.0323

1.0325

1.0325

1.0326

1.0326

1.0329

Approximation

b(T/4)

1.0226

1.0261

1.0272

1.0278

1.0283

1.0286

1.0289

1.0290

1.0296

1.0299

1.0300

1.0304

1.0308

1.0312

1.0314

1.0315

1.0318

The estimated uncertainty in each bias factor b is estimated to be 1/2 (b-1).



supplemented by two-dimensional core calculations. The DOT-IV source

description was confined to one of the outside quadrants of the core.

Reflecting boundary conditions were used to expand the description to

the entire core midplane.

Although a 51-group energy structure was used in the DOT-IV

calculations, a finer group structure is necessary to calculate

threshold activities more accurately. A pair of ANISN calculations

using a suitable one-dimensional model with the same 51-group structure

and a 171-group structure were employed to estimate the 171-group two-

dimensional fluxes, and corresponding bias factors have been derived.

In the DOT-IV calculations, the alternating fuel plate and water

core geometry was homogenized in order to reduce the number of Y inter-

vals. The consequent corrections in the fluxes from using this approxi-

mation were determined from one-dimensional calculations and found to l ie

in the two to three percent range. The corresponding bias factors are

also presented in Table I .

In a least squares unfolding process the biases, l ike any other para-

meter, have to be accompanied by corresponding uncertainty estimates. At

this stage of the work we follow an old experimental "rule of thumb" and

assume that the standard deviation of each bias factor is equal to one-

half the difference between the multiplicative bias factor and one. We

also think that i t is a reasonable approximation to assume that bias

factors due to different approximations are uncorrelated and those due

to the same approximation are ful ly correlated both in space and in

energy.



In addition to the new development of bias factors for the group

fluxes at both the surveillance location and T/4 position, the sensitivities

of the flux both to the fission spectrum and to the cross sections of the

structural materials have been calculated. These sensitivities have never

been calculated before. ENDF/B-V based cross sections have been used for

these calculations, ENDF/B-V based covariance matrices accompany these

sensitivit ies, and more realist ic new fission spectrum covariance matrices

replace the simple Maxwellian fission spectrum covariance matrices used

in the early stages of our work.

In conclusion, we can say that the inclusion of the PCA flux calcula-

tions and group flux biases, sensitivities,and corresponding covariances al l

serve as another big step forward towards the implementation of our method-

ology to the damage estimate to the pressure vessel of a working United

States Light Water Reactor.
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